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The Semantic Web provides technologies such as the Resource Description Framework
(RDF) for representing data on the web. The number of data sets published in RDF is grow-
ing rapidly. To connect a variety of data across RDF data sets, they should be interlinked.
However, resources can be described in different natural languages. Such publishers as the
French National Library [1], the Spanish National Library [2], the National British Museum1
make their data available using RDF model in their own language. There also exist encyclo-
pedias in RDF: DBpedia in multilingual versions is a structured information from Wikipedia;
XLore database [3] is an effort to publish the Chinese encyclopedias (Baidu Baike and Hudong
Baike) in RDF. The Europeana Project2 aims at bringing together descriptions of cultural
artifacts from European cultural institutions. This is done by harvesting the metadata of its
data providers. The descriptions of these artifacts can be in different languages. The impor-
tance of tackling multilingualism in the semantic web has been highlighted in [4].
Problem description. Given two RDF data sets with resources described in different lan-
guages, the same entity represented in different data sets has to be identified. At the instance
level, the values of properties are in different languages, which makes it harder to merge data
about the same entity from different sources.
The goal of our research is to identify the same entities across multilingual RDF data sets
and link them by owl:sameAs links. For this purpose, we are developing an approach which
represents RDF entities as text documents and then compare them. We apply standard Natu-
ral Language Processing (NLP) techniques (document preprocessing, term weights, similarity
measures) on our data. We particularly explore two strategies presented below.
1 Applying Machine Translation (MT) in cross-lingual RDF data
interlinking
In our first experiment on interlinking RDF resources described in English and Chinese lan-
guages [5], we used a machine translation approach (see Figure 1).
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Fig. 1: Linking Process. Interlinking of DBpedia in English and Xlore in Chinese languages.
Our objective was to test parameters (levels of information per resource, various document
preprocessing, terms weights as Term Frequency and TF*IDF, three ways of extracting links)
1 http://collection.britishmuseum.org/
2 http://europeana.eu/portal/
and find out the most efficient ones. We represented resources as text documents and trans-
lated the Chinese data into English using a statistical MT system. The translation was done
only in one direction. Documents were represented as vectors using two weighting schemes,
then cosine similarity was computed. Similarity between documents was taken for similarity
between resources. As a result, we determined that the method can identify most of the cor-
rect matches. Using minimum information in a resource description combined with TF*IDF,
we obtained F-measure over 95%. We also showed that the mismatches were likely to occur
between entities belonging to the same category, which means that our method can work
without prior ontology matching.
2 Using references to external multilingual resources
In our second experiment, we focused on a multilingual resource-based approach for instance
matching. The availability of such open information sources as Wikipedia with more that 280
language editions3, DBpedia – a nucleus of the Linked Open Data with multiple language
versions, BabelNet [6] – a semantic network which connects concepts and named entities in
50 languages – can be a valuable aid for our task.
We took BabelNet as an external multilingual knowledge base and have conducted an
experiment on the Chinese-English language pair. We created several RDF data sets with
different characteristics (presence or absence of rdfs:label property and/or non-matching en-
tities), represented text documents as vectors of BabelNet identifiers and applied the same
similarity measures. Overall, our preliminary results were lower with F-measure of 62% for
the best result. We are working on improving them.
Conclusion
Multilingual resources (machine translation systems, dictionaries, knowledge-bases, encyclo-
pedias) play an important role in a cross-lingual data interlinking task and are valuable tools
for multilingual information processing. Linking entities in a multilingual context relies heavily
on such resources. The multilingual resource interlinking can help to uncover the potential of
vast amounts of linked open data and facilitate knowledge discovery across language barriers.
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